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Abstract.

[DRAFT #Ø]. The present theoretical discussion for the establishment of a so called "New 
Community in a New Town” was architectural prototyped on the political writings published 
between 24~25 May and 13 June 20051. Among the others,  bio-ethical principles are used. 
They transfer the typical elements of biological ecosystems, the exaptation phenomena, and 
biological-genetic evolutionary mechanisms and strategies, to the scope of new social 
networks and human organizations.
In today’s review, the original expression of "Communism" has been replaced by the new 
word "Community”. Although the new "Community" concept yet includes the principle of 
fairness, this theoretical paper sets out only general rules and laws, without identifying 
practical requirements, to be dealt with in a separate document.

Assumption [25-05-05, 14:10].
So, I get the bottom part, where before there was 

a mine — I decided first.
Very clearly, something just very complicated: in 

that part it gives life [in experimental practice, 
one membership for many] the (Community).

The teoric one.
Please, get used — it never dies [even if bombed].

The Break-in [25-05-05, 15:33]
Obviously, first you need to bring everything back to the zerØ state: history and memory of 
the land, social super-family of the seeds, values and prices of elements of the land, roots and 
brotherhoods lineages, wild grass. However,  having Chest2  outlined a public mode,  and he 
exposes the project and the state, and he defends him, it is necessary that the entire process of 
reduction to zerØ, the preparatory phase, the break-in,  to be performed in a workmanlike 
manner. And here is the first problem: who should break?

Choice zerØ [26-05-05, 09:11]
Yes, we must ask it ourselves, as to till the ground it takes the right tools, who knows how to 
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use them, the rules to use them, and the rules to use the rules. So the question #Ø "Who 
should break?" turns to #1. "Which is the system you use to choose who should break?".
Let's say that once you overcome this hurdle, the work is all to be done [— finally…].

Choice #1 consists in a democratic or technical process? [26-05-05, 11:48]
To choice:

• ~democratically? It is a complex process, usually intermingled: using specific rules [ie. to 
determine how much time, with what price, with such requirements and by who], which 
assume that those using respond to the principles applied upstream to downstream. If I 
choose for all, all have chosen me. This already introduces the Justice, suddenly. We 
wanted to reduce everything to zerØ, and already appears the spectrum of a structure.

• ~technically? Is it chosen on the basis of objective measures, by technical specific merit? 
The problem is reversed, from the origin to the end: what objectives are to be achieved, 
and who is the best one to reach them? It will also be solved for the technicalities, but not 
if you face related categories to the Right or the Wrong → Ethics → You could not 
reduce to zerØ ethically.

Conviction [01-06-05, 11:58]
Another theory, advanced by Raffaello3, is that of conviction.
Persuade everyone that the idea that was thought to that piece of land, instead of the old mine, 
is the fairest or the most convenient or similar.or.non-values, but definitively the one that 
everyone wants.
By the sum of two things: #1. you need a zerØ state, all completely consistent; #2.  and it is 
assumed as a persuasive hypothesis; then it would be an absolutist persuasion.  This kind of 
result would automatically be refused: the effects that it would cause would be enough to 
deny the conviction theory to be the instrument to built the Community in the New Town.
But I must say that, in addition, conviction theory must be rejected for the contradiction from 
which such a conviction is based: that there is an original idea, owned by a singular entity 
which disseminates while defends it, intact as it has it. A resulting community built on a 
theoretical copyrighted principle, moreover so well sold by annihilating every criticism.
No, no way!

The Asynchronous Sharing [03-06-05, 12:29]
Let's move to a more interesting model: the Asynchronous Sharing.
The land that will host us certainly has not only needs to be trained. And why considering 
only the initial needs?  Sure, it was said that we aspire to the reduction to zerØ, dismounting 
each legacies from the past the new land could present — but, let us ask ourselves: would it 
not be enough to objectify the needs releasing them from the judgments? Are there any 
absolute necessity the land would have at its layer zerØ, even after the break-in?
Since the answer is Yes,  there are, you should pave a path of increasing positive 
characteristics in the land and its needs: starting from breaking and thinking to breakers, then 
going to more refined preparations, so think to 'ploughmen, then you will have to build even 
then manufacturers will prepare new schemes, so think to designers, and you will have to eat, 
so nourishers, to piss and defecate: outspreaders. It is not that it is so difficult if you keep in 
mind that the life cycle of every community, whatever is origin or state of the art or 
difficulties, could not stand still; the actions are dative periphrastic, carriers of these actions 
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there will always be. To draw this graph does not undermine at all the tendency to the zerØ 
that we need to get now, and it brings not even a single bacterium of the toxicity of today.

So what is the asynchronous sharing?
Because we have denied that we proceed by technical actions related to a single directive 
[singular in a single person or a single entity], we remain consistent in this figure: the various 
actors, each for their part, do remain such in the specificity of technique, but [in their own 
time and for their relevance] they are all active.points, condominium.accounts of the same 
process.
To the process, and about the process is defined only the parity:

the process will last and be, up to it will last and it will be, for an intrinsic purpose: the 
process of break will be until you would have been broken, and will end when the break is 
over. 

Assumed that we are in the preliminary phase to reach the new Community, and that 
Community [when you will get it] has its own large amount of intrinsic values, even in the 
singular details of its lifespan, the plan, the graph, the attributes and the model that we are 
theorizing now exactly remain within the limits of the preparatory overtures we have defined 
with the Choices #Ø, #1: "Who should break?" and "Which is the system you use to choose 
who should break?".

%

If the matter is still not clear, or if you are not yet identified the point where the whole system 
would collapse, it will be useful to begin from a practical thing: "Who will pay?".
"Who do pay the breakers, and all the others?"
In practical facts, they pay for themselves: they repay their hard work with their same effort 
translated from moment to moment — it’s a p2p bustle. They also point to point translate the 
infrastructure of the old mine, thus converting to a positive, proactive — thus toward the 
future — also the processes of degradation of the older systems. They translate into new 
active strength the work used [double to] to.build.to.show to new.others.to.come that the work 
works: They translate their technical expertise, from a recursive and potentially alienating 
model, in a required node [double to] to.themselves.to.other.points, and [nth to] 
to.whole.system, which grows up to match the task to the parity.

[I realize that it would not hurt to get in each 
chapter and treat it, until exhaustion.

But since that is not working…]

%

In the sense that this model does not fit with any of the others surrounding, you can no graft in 
any way; models of this kind are somatic only of themselves, and the examples that before we 
have shown [the ones we saw translated and repaid the effort through the other points who 
access and share] are metazoans only inside their own system, they do not germinate and take 
root elsewhere. 
So: a community both open.closed, neo.patriotic? Better not.



The Superstring Machine [06-06-05, 21:43]
A more sophisticated and interesting variant of the Asynchronous Sharing is given by the so 
called Superstring or Superstring Machine.
It is a complex system of management, power generation and service life of each category of 
a social community, based on the acceleration of the relationship between the subjects of the 
various divisions. The "Superstring Machine" [deliberately] borrows from the previous model 
the decentralized scheme, but it does not assign ownerships or private interests to the singular 
identities who carry out activities, so it does not identify any collective property. Nor is the 
association of a shared goal,  no ethics of citizenship, any complex equality between peers 
[brotherhood], no. Rather, each vector [each category of activity, each cluster of individuals, 
each organized class of people] constitutes a dimension of the Superstring Machine. Which, 
therefore, is limited to consist only in the entity.ability of specific sets of requirements that it is 
able to deal.
So, it follows that:

# 1. Machine covers all the vital needs of the community;
# 2. the accelerated Machine.Time,  consisting of the intrinsic relationship of the elements 
of each Dimension, and between Dimensions each other, creates the condition for which 
every need is filled in advance; that is, the Machine creates the conditions for generation 
of needs and - with physiological typical velocity of social communities of humans - 
slowly spread, while the String has already planned them;
# 3. the System.Environment, as the host of Community, harmonically tends to unification, 
consistent with its own original nature [who is finite], and the quantities of goods and 
aspirations are not opposed to each other, but also tend to one, coinciding with the 
machine.system [an perfect coincidence between environment and host: 
aurosphere.into.host];
# 4. it generates - at the end of the life cycle born from the Superstring - a corporate.body, 
not mechanical but rather live, organic, political, philosophical,  receptive, minute, 
systemic, which is strong, healthy, fully adhering to the body of the Community which 
expresses it, and that is expressed by it. And that is enriched by this process, and it 
becomes large: than the "Asynchronous Sharing" model, the Superstring does not suffer 
from defects in compatibility with other systems, for which is looking indeed. Since there 
is not a limit to the number of Dimensions of the String [except, theoretically, for a remote 
exhaustion of the largest space.environment], nor to the diversification of the identity of 
each one, which indeed constitutes a further enrichment.

And while the circumscribed and enclosed collective of p2p accounts of the "Asynchronous 
Sharing" system is struggling to keep balance,  fatigued both by lack of power propagated by 
the engine, either by excess of strength of each singularity that takes part in, the Superstring 
Machine provides an unique ideal environment, social and not transcendent.

%

Finale numero zerØ [6Ø6 2013]
I look at the old mine, and I step over, for another model.



I wont say the reason why I'm not choosing the Superstring 
[that is already installed into the future of new SimCity,  and 
its explosion will invest as well the Community I am going to 
play, on the piece of land that was assigned to me].
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